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Abstract

Past research has found that the value of a person’s activities can affect observers’ judgements about whether that person is experiencing certain emotions (e.g., people consider morally good agents happier than morally bad agents). One proposed explanation for this effect is that emotion attributions are influenced by judgments about fittingness (whether the emotion is merited). Another hypothesis is that emotion attributions are influenced by judgments about the agent’s true self (whether the emotion reflects how the agent feels “deep down”). We tested these hypotheses in six studies. After finding that people think a wide range of emotions can be fitting and reflect a person’s true self (Study 1), we tested the predictions of these two hypotheses for attributions of happiness, love, sadness, and hatred. We manipulated the emotions’ fittingness (Studies 2a-b and 3) and whether the emotions reflected an agent’s true self (Studies 3 and 5), measuring emotion attributions as well as fittingness judgments and true self judgments. The fittingness manipulation only impacted emotion attributions in the cases where it also impacted true self judgments, whereas the true self manipulation impacted emotion attribution in all cases, including those where it did not impact fittingness judgments. These results cast serious doubt on the fittingness hypothesis and offer some support for the true self hypothesis, which could be developed further in future work.
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Why Do Evaluative Judgments Affect Emotion Attributions?

The Roles of Judgments About Fittingness and the True Self

Imagine a nurse who is almost always in a pleasant mood and who feels very satisfied with her life. Now suppose you learn that she has been intentionally poisoning her patients. Is she happy? A large body of research has found that this kind of information about the value of a person’s activities influences people’s judgments about happiness (Díaz & Reuter, 2020; Kneer & Haybron, 2023; J. Phillips et al., 2017; Prinzing & Fredrickson, 2022). Even when a person is explicitly described as experiencing lots of pleasant emotion, little unpleasant emotion, and as being very satisfied with life, people are less inclined to think that the person is happy when they judge the person’s activities to be immoral, shallow, or worthless.

This sort of effect is strikingly robust and widespread. It has been observed in young children and across cultures and languages (Chen et al., 2023; Yang et al., 2020) and even among academics specializing in happiness research (J. Phillips et al., 2017). The effect also extends beyond the case of happiness specifically. For instance, prior studies have found similar effects on attributions of love (J. Phillips et al., 2011) and attributions of “pleasant emotions” and “unpleasant emotions” in general (Prinzing & Fredrickson, 2022). Naturally, evaluative considerations do not lead people to completely deny that someone is experiencing an emotion when they otherwise appear to be. For example, people don’t typically think that the immoral nurse is unhappy. Instead, evaluative considerations make people hesitant or uncertain in their attributions of emotions. Although there is clearly a sense in which the immoral nurse feels happy, there is also something amiss about her happiness.
In this paper, we test two hypotheses that purport to explain the influence of evaluative considerations on attributions of emotions. These two hypotheses offer very different explanations and are based on separate bodies of research, yet prior studies have offered support for each. We attempt to pit these two hypotheses against each other by examining their implications across a range of different emotions.

**Two Candidate Hypotheses**

One candidate hypothesis draws on the philosophical literature on emotion concepts. Within that literature, it is commonly argued that emotions can be unfitting—meaning that they are not merited or “called for” by the circumstances (D’Arms & Jacobson, 2000; Howard, 2018). For example, it would be unfitting to feel fear if the object of one’s fear is not actually dangerous, to feel hatred if the person one hates is perfectly kind and wonderful, or to feel happy if one is living a bad life (Nozick, 1989; Tatarkiewicz, 1976). Building on this philosophical theory, Díaz and Reuter (2020) have proposed an empirical claim about ordinary judgments, which we call the *fittingness hypothesis*. This hypothesis states that people will be somewhat reluctant to judge that a person is experiencing a particular emotion when they judge that the emotion is unfitting. Indeed, their studies supported this hypothesis. For example, they found that people were somewhat hesitant to attribute fear to someone who was described as “trembling… distressed and nervous” when that person’s situation was not at all dangerous (Díaz & Reuter, 2020).

Within the philosophical literature, some argue that, when a person’s emotion is unfitting, although the person is clearly experiencing that emotion, they are not experiencing the emotion in its truest or most complete form (M. W. Martin, 2012;
One way of putting this point is to say that a person might experience fear, hatred or happiness even when the emotion is not fitting, but that what the person experiences is not “true fear,” “true hatred,” or “true happiness” (De Sousa, 2002; Hamlyn, 1989; Salmela, 2006). This idea might explain the effect observed in cases like that of the immoral nurse. The immoral nurse might feel happy, but her happiness is unfitting. So, if participants think that the most complete and profound form of happiness requires fittingness, they should think that the immoral nurse is not experiencing *true* happiness.

A second hypothesis draws on a popular distinction between how a person feels “on the surface” and how they feel “deep down.” Employing this distinction, we can offer a fairly straightforward account of why participants might be reluctant to say that a person is experiencing a particular emotion, even when the person is explicitly described as having all the usual thoughts and feelings associated with that emotion. The core idea would be that, even if people are clearly and explicitly told that someone is experiencing the relevant sorts of feelings, they might, nonetheless, believe that the person has very different feelings at a deeper level (Morgan & Averill, 1992; Prinzing & Fredrickson, 2022). A growing body of research interprets claims about what a person is like deep down as claims about the person’s “true self” (Christy et al., 2019; De Freitas et al., 2017; Hicks et al., 2019; Strohminger et al., 2017). Accordingly, we refer to this second hypothesis as the *true self hypothesis*.

The true self hypothesis does not deny that people will sometimes say a person is experiencing an emotion even when the emotion does not reflect the person’s true self. Rather, it states that, if people judge that a person’s emotion does not reflect the person’s true self, then people may think that the person is not experiencing the emotion in the
most complete and profound way. Once again, a natural way to express this idea might be with the modifier “true.” Defenders of the true self hypothesis might predict that people won’t completely deny that a person is experiencing happiness or hatred when these emotions fail to reflect the person’s true self, but that people will think that such a person is not experiencing “true happiness” or “true hatred.”

This second hypothesis provides a very different explanation for participants’ judgments in cases like that of the immoral nurse. When a person does something that is immoral, participants may think that although she feels happy on the surface, deep down she is feeling something very different. Past research has provided some evidence for this claim. One study found that, when people read about a person whose life is morally bad but who nonetheless feels good all the time, they tend to conclude the person feels differently “deep down” versus “on the surface” (Newman et al., 2015). Another study similarly found that people think such the person does not experience a lot of pleasant feelings and satisfaction “deep down” and is not at peace with herself (Prinzing & Fredrickson, 2022).

In short, the fittingness hypothesis and the true self hypothesis provide very different explanations for the effect of evaluative considerations on attributions of emotion. But, in the particular case where a person does something morally bad and participants are asked whether that person is happy, the two hypotheses make exactly the same prediction. The fittingness hypothesis predicts that people will judge that what the person feels is not true happiness because the person’s feelings are unfitting. Similarly, the true self hypothesis predicts that people will judge that what the person feels is not true happiness because the person’s feelings do not reflect her true self. Since the two
hypotheses make exactly the same prediction in cases of this kind, it might be difficult to use such cases to adequately test the two hypotheses.

If we want a better test, it might therefore be helpful to expand the scope of our inquiry and look at a broader range of emotions. For example, we can look at judgments about sadness, love, or hatred. When considering these other emotions, we may find that fittingness judgments and true self judgments do not track each other as closely. Thus, we may find cases in which an experimental manipulation affects judgments about whether an emotion is fitting but not judgments about whether the emotion reflects the true self, or vice versa. In such cases, the two hypotheses will make very different predictions.

Which Emotions Can Reflect the True Self?

This strategy will only be feasible if people think that a range of different emotions could potentially reflect a person’s true self. If people only apply the notion of a true self to a relatively small handful of emotions, then the approach we propose to employ here would not make sense. We therefore need to begin by investigating whether people actually think of a broad range of different emotions as potentially reflecting the true self.

On one hand, there is some evidence suggesting that people do not think of the true self in that way. In particular, previous research suggests that people tend to believe that a person’s true self calls that person to do what is morally good. For instance, adults and children alike consider moral attributes to be essential to the self (Heiphetz et al., 2018), and people are more inclined to consider morally good traits to be essential than morally neutral or bad traits (Zhang & Alicke, 2021). Other studies have found that people are more morally motivated when they reflect on their true selves (Kim et al., 2018), and
tend to see good behavior as a reflection of a person’s true self, whereas they see bad behavior as a deviation from the true self (Newman et al., 2014). This asymmetry in people’s beliefs about good and bad behavior has emerged in numerous cultures (De Freitas et al., 2018), and even when people think about members of potentially threatening out-groups (De Freitas & Cikara, 2018). Hence, it may be that people think only deeply valuable emotions, such as happiness or love, can reflect one’s true self. Whereas they might think of negative emotions, such as hatred, as arising from something other than the true self.

However, other studies have found that people sometimes think certain kinds of morally bad states and behaviors can reflect a person’s true self. For example, people sometimes essentialize criminality—i.e., they think of criminal behaviors as revealing something about the essence of the agents who engage in those behaviors (J. W. Martin et al., 2022). People also judge certain kinds of morally bad behavior, such as blatantly racist behavior, to reflect a person’s true self, with consequences for judgments of blameworthiness (Daigle & Demaree-Cotton, 2022). Finally, when participants are told that an agent has a morally bad true self, participants seem willing to accept this description, with downstream effects on numerous judgments (Earp et al., 2019; Newman et al., 2015).

Moreover, other research has identified a range of factors, totally unrelated to morality, that can influence people’s judgments about the true self. People are more inclined to see a psychological state as reflecting the true self when it is stable and immutable (Christy et al., 2019), when it is found even at the end of the agent’s life (Earp et al., 2023; Newman et al., 2010), and when it is grounded in intuition rather than careful
reflection (Maglio & Reich, 2019; Oktar & Lombrozo, 2022). Thus, even if there is a very strong main effect such that people are more inclined to regard a mental state as reflecting the agent’s true self when it is morally good than when it is morally bad, it might still be possible for morally bad states and states unrelated to morality to be seen as reflecting the true self.

In short, it is an open empirical question whether people see emotions like sadness and hatred as the sorts of things that can reflect a person’s true self. If that is not the case, then the strategy that we have proposed for pitting the fittingness hypothesis and true self hypothesis against each other is not feasible. However, it is also possible that people think that emotions like sadness and hatred can reflect the true self, and if they do, examining judgments across a range of very different emotions might offer us some helpful insight regarding the two hypotheses.

**The Present Studies**

To test the fittingness and true self hypotheses, we conducted a series of studies that examined people’s judgments across several different emotions. In each study, we used a manipulation designed to influence people’s judgments about whether the emotion was fitting or unfitting or whether it did or did not reflect the agent’s true self. Then we asked whether the impact of the manipulations on people’s emotion attributions mirrored the impact on their fittingness judgments or whether it mirrored the impact on their true self judgments.

As an illustration of the basic logic of this approach, consider a study in which participants are given vignettes about agents experiencing various emotions and in which we manipulate the fittingness of each emotion. That is, participants read about fitting
happiness or unfitting happiness, fitting sadness or unfitting sadness, and so forth. Suppose that, in some cases, when participants read about an unfitting emotion, they tend to conclude that the emotion does not reflect the agent’s true self. In other cases, this effect on true self judgments does not emerge. If this were the result, then the two hypotheses would generate very different predictions about how people will attribute these emotions. The fittingness hypothesis would predict that the manipulation would impact emotion attributions in a way that follows the impact on fittingness judgments—i.e., there should be a straightforward main effect whereby emotion attributions are always lower when the emotion is seen as less fitting. By contrast, the true self hypothesis would predict that the manipulation will impact emotion attributions in a way that follows the impact on true self judgments—i.e., there should be a complex pattern whereby the emotion attributions are only lower in cases where true self judgments are also lower. These effects on emotion attributions need not be exactly the same size as the effects on the fittingness or true self judgments. But, for the predictions of these hypotheses to be supported, emotion attributions need to be impacted in the same direction as the corresponding judgment.

We pursued this strategy in six studies. In Study 1, we examined a wide range of different emotions, testing whether people think that it makes sense to say that the emotion is fitting, reflects a person’s true self, and is “true.” In each of the studies that followed, we focused on four specific emotions (happiness, love, sadness, and hatred), presenting participants with vignettes about agents who appeared to be experiencing a particular emotion and examining participants’ judgments. In Studies 2a-b and 4 we manipulated whether the emotions were fitting or unfitting. In Studies 3 and 5, we
manipulated whether the agents’ emotions reflected their true selves (i.e., we described the agent’s feelings as either arising from deep down inside or as being only on the surface).

Whereas, in Studies 2a-b and 3, we assessed emotion attributions in the typical way, in Studies 4 and 5, we assessed participants’ willingness to attribute “true” happiness, love, sadness, and hatred. The idea was that, if the effects observed on regular emotion attributions arise because people think that the agents are only experiencing these emotions in a limited and mundane sense, and not in a more complete and profound sense, then the effects of our experimental manipulations should be magnified when the measures specifically ask whether the emotions are “true.”

Prior to conducting these experiments, we did not have any expectation about which of the two candidate hypotheses, if either, was correct. In fact, different authors of the present work have previously argued for different hypotheses (Newman et al., 2015; J. Phillips et al., 2017; Prinzing & Fredrickson, 2022). The aim was to give each hypothesis the best chance at explaining the data, recognizing that each might be, at least partially, correct. All data, materials, analytic code, and pre-registration forms are available online: https://osf.io/fvbh6/.

**Study 1**

Based on the existing literature, we have speculated that people think a wide range of different emotions can be fitting or unfitting, can reflect a person’s true self, and can be called “true.” This study sought to test these speculations by investigating people’s intuitive judgments about 38 different emotions. Of particular interest is the question of whether people think that negative emotions can reflect a person’s true self. On the one
hand, past research has found that people generally think of the true self as morally good. This could indicate that only certain positive emotions will be thought to reflect one’s true self. However, other research suggests that people’s ordinary true self beliefs are very complex and that, at least in some cases, people do think that negative emotions can reflect a person’s true self. This study enables us to address this question.

Method

Participants. We recruited two samples of participants using Prolific, an online research platform. We recruited Sample 1 first, pre-registering a plan to examine ratings of goodness and trueness for 38 different emotions. We then separately pre-registered a plan to recruit Sample 2 to examine ratings of fittingness and true self for the same emotions. In the present study, we combine the data from the two samples.

For Sample 1, we received 402 complete responses. We included an attention check in the survey—a question that read: “For this question please simply place the slider at 65.” As pre-registered, we excluded participants (n = 7) who did not mark 65, leaving N = 395 (M_age = 40.28, SD_age = 16.14; 43.3% men, 56.2% women, < 1% other gender or prefer not to say; 6.3% Asian or Asian American, 25.3% Black or African American; 4.1% Hispanic or Latinx, 55.4% White or European American, 4.6% other race, 4.1% mixed race, < 1% prefer not to say).

For Sample 2, we received 401 complete responses. As a quality-control check, at the end of the survey, we asked participants, “Which day of the week comes after Tuesday and before Thursday?” We pre-registered that we would exclude any participants who did not enter “Wednesday” (minor typos permitted). However, none of the participants failed this check. We therefore include all N = 401 participants (M_age =
37.04, \(SD_{\text{age}} = 12.90\); 48.1% identified as men, 49.4% women, and 2.5% other gender or prefer not to say; 11.0% identified as Asian, 7.5% Black or African American, 6.2% Hispanic or Latinx/Latiné, 66.6% White, 7.2% mixed race, 1.5% other race or prefer not to say).

**Procedure and Measures.** All participants were randomly assigned to answer a single question for 20 emotions, randomly drawn from a pool of 38 emotions. The response scales for all questions were 100-point slider scales (anchors given in parentheses below). For Sample 1, participants were randomly assigned to answer one of the following four questions:

- **Goodness 1:** “All else being equal, to the extent that a person feels ___, this will make their life go…” (0 = “Much worse”, 100 = “Much better”)

- **Goodness 2:** “When thinking about ___, would you say that feeling this emotion is generally a negative or positive thing?” (0 = “Extremely negative”, 100 = “Extremely positive”)

- **Trueness 1:** “Please indicate the extent to which each of the following statements sound weird or natural. Could you imagine saying or hearing someone say each of these statements in a normal conversation? That person is experiencing true ___." (0 = “Sounds weird”, 100 = “Sounds natural”)

- **Trueness 2:** “Please indicate the extent to which each of the following statements makes sense. If someone said each of these statements in a real-life conversation, would the statements even make sense? Imagine someone says: ‘I suppose there is a sense in which that person is feeling ___. But it isn't true ___.’ Does this statement even make sense?” (0 = “Makes no sense at all”, 100 = “Makes perfect sense”)


Sample 2 participants were randomly assigned to answer one of the following two questions:

- **Fittingness**: “When people talk about emotions, sometimes they will say that a certain emotion is fitting or merited—i.e., when you recognize the way things really are, it just makes sense to feel that emotion. In some cases, these kinds of claims seem perfectly natural. In other cases, they might seem weird. For each of the following emotions, please indicate how weird or natural the statement sounds. This person’s ___ makes sense and is merited.” (0 = “Sounds weird” to 100 = “Sounds natural”)

- **True Self**: “When people talk about emotions, sometimes they will say that an emotion reflects a person’s true self—i.e., it expresses who a person really is. In some cases, these kinds of claims seem perfectly natural. In other cases, they might seem weird. For each of the following emotions, please indicate how weird or natural the statement seems. This person’s ___ is a reflection of her true self, the person she really is.”

**Results and Discussion**

We computed the means of responses to each question for each emotion. As pre-registered, we then averaged the two goodness questions \((r = .99, p < .001)\), and the two trueness questions \((r = .61, p < .001)\). Figure 1 shows scatterplots of these means, plotting the means for trueness \((M_{\text{grand}} = 60.38, SD = 11.49)\), fittingness \((M_{\text{grand}} = 59.04, SD = 8.59)\) and true self \((M_{\text{grand}} = 49.67, SD = 13.49)\) against the means for goodness \((M_{\text{grand}} = 49.50, SD = 23.59)\).
Figure 1. Scatterplots of emotions, plotted according to the means for goodness and each of the other three question types. Dotted grey lines indicate the midpoints on each scale.

The results for fittingness indicated that, with a few exceptions (such as lust and obsession) people generally think that most emotions can be fitting. For example, people think that a person’s happiness, sadness, excitement, and anger can each make sense and be merited. The results for trueness indicated that, although people think it does not make sense to apply the word “true” to certain emotions (e.g., “true lust” or “true
grumpiness”), it does make sense to apply “true” to a range of different emotions. Moreover, the emotions that people think can be called “true” include both positive and negative emotions. People think it makes perfect sense to talk of “true happiness” and “true love” (Earp et al., 2021; Lantian et al., 2023), for instance, but also “true sadness” (Lopez, 1974) and “true fear”.

Importantly, the results on the true self question indicate that people think a range of different emotions can reflect the true self. Whereas people tended not to think that shock or boredom could reflect the true self, they did think that emotions like happiness and love, but also hatred and sadness, can each reflect the true self. There appears to be a complex relationship between the degree to which people think an emotion is good and the degree to which they think that it can reflect the true self. The emotions with the highest means on the true self question were very positive emotions (passion, empathy, and love). However, the emotions with the lowest means were not very negative emotions, but neutral ones like shock and surprise. In fact, a number of very negative emotions, including hatred, fear, and anger, had relatively high means. Hence, although people think that the emotions that most clearly reflect the true self are certain positive emotions, they don’t think that only positive emotions can reflect one’s true self.

Future work could investigate why some emotions are thought to reflect a person’s true self more than others. One hypothesis would be that people think of an emotion as reflecting a person’s true self to the degree that they think it reveals the person’s values. Past work has found that, when someone’s values change substantially, people are inclined to say that the person is no longer the same person that they were before (Hitlin, 2003; Strohminger & Nichols, 2014). Given that a person’s values are central to ordinary
thinking about personal identity, future work might fruitfully investigate whether a person’s values are also central to ordinary thinking about the true self.

In summary, the results of this first study suggest that people think a variety of different emotions, both positive and negative, can be fitting, reflect one’s true self, and be called “true.” The question then becomes whether we can identify cases in which people’s judgments about fittingness and the true self diverge. By examining such cases, we can determine which factor influences attributions of emotions.

**Study 2a**

In this study, we presented participants with vignettes about agents who appeared to be experiencing happiness, love, sadness, and hatred. We manipulated whether these emotions would be fitting or unfitting and examined the effects on judgments about whether the agent was experiencing the relevant emotion. We also assessed participants’ own judgments about whether the emotion is fitting and whether it reflects the agent’s true self. If the manipulation works as intended (i.e., if it reduces fittingness judgments for all four emotions) then the fittingness hypothesis predicts reduced attributions for all four emotions. The true self hypothesis, by contrast, does not predict reduced emotion attributions except in cases where the unfittingness manipulation incidentally reduces true self judgments.

Because we assessed both fittingness and true self judgments, we were also able to investigate whether each kind of judgment predicts emotion attributions after controlling for experimental condition. That is, we can further test these two hypotheses by comparing the proportion of the variance in emotion attributions that is explained by fittingness judgments versus true self judgments.
Method

Participants. We recruited 608 participants from Prolific, an online research platform. As pre-registered, we excluded from analyses participants \((n = 8)\) who did not correctly answer a quality-check question at the end of the survey (“What day of the week is it?”). This left \(N = 600\) participants \((M_{age} = 35.16, SD_{age} = 11.92; 48.5\% \text{ identified as men, 49.5}\% \text{ women, and 2.0}\% \text{ other gender or prefer not to say; 8.8}\% \text{ identified as Asian, 4.7}\% \text{ Black or African American, 5.7}\% \text{ Hispanic or Latinx/Latiné, 71.2}\% \text{ White, 8.8}\% \text{ mixed race, < 1}\% \text{ other race or prefer not to say}).

Procedure. Participants read short vignettes featuring an agent named Mario. We randomized participants to one of eight vignettes in a 2 (unfittingness manipulation: unfitting, fitting) x 4 (emotion: happiness, sadness, love, and hatred) experimental design. In the happiness, sadness, love, and hatred conditions, Mario was described, respectively, as: satisfied with his life and in a cheerful mood most of the time; dissatisfied with his life and in a gloomy mood most of the time; having very romantic feelings and a sense of intimacy with a woman named Dax; and as having very antagonistic and hostile feelings towards a woman named Dax.

We manipulated the fittingness of each emotion by altering the descriptions of the circumstances of Mario’s life. For happiness, Mario was described either as “the father of three children who all really love him” (fitting) or as being “so preoccupied with becoming popular that he no longer bothers to stay in touch with his old friends unless they know someone famous” (unfitting). For sadness, Mario was described as an artist who either “has never sold a single painting” and in whom “potential buyers never seem to take an interest” (fitting) or as having “sold hundreds of paintings” and in whom “potential buyers
always seem to take an interest” (unfitting). For love, Dax was described as having “an insightful, imaginative intellect,” a “great sense of humor,” and as being “totally honest and reliable” (fitting), or as having “a ‘walking encyclopedia’ kind of intellect,” “no sense of humor at all,” and as being “totally dishonest and unreliable” (unfitting). In the hatred conditions, Dax was described as a political activist who either has “connections with a couple of White supremacist groups” and works “to undermine voting rights for minorities” (fitting), or who has “connections with a couple of civil rights groups” and works “to defend voting rights for minorities” (unfitting).

The descriptions of the agent’s life circumstances always came before the descriptions of the agent’s feelings. Although past research indicates that presentation order should not influence the results (J. Phillips et al., 2017), this reflects a potential limitation of these materials.

**Measures.** We assessed emotion attributions by asking participants to indicate the extent to which they agreed with the statement, “Mario ___”, where the blank was filled with “is happy”, “is sad”, “loves Dax,” or “hates Dax,” according to condition. The response scale for this and the following items was a 100-point slider, anchored with “Not at all” and “Absolutely.” On the following page, we assessed fittingness and true self judgments as follows:

“Now we want to ask you two different questions about the story you read.

Sometimes [emotion] is merited. When you think about [someone / your life], it totally makes sense to feel [emotion]. Other times, it isn’t merited. When you recognize what [someone / your life] is actually like, it just doesn’t make any sense
why you would feel [emotion]. This question is about [Dax / Mario’s life]. Do you think that [Dax / Mario’s life] merits Mario’s [emotion]?

Sometimes people feel [emotion] deep down. The feeling seems to express who a person, in some sense, really is. Other times, [emotion] is more “surface level” and doesn’t say much about a person’s true self. This question is about Mario’s feelings. Do you think Mario’s [emotion] is a reflection of his true self?"

Brackets indicate text that varied across conditions. In the happiness and sadness conditions, the fittingness question asked about “your life” and “Mario’s life.” In the love and hatred conditions, it asked about “someone” and “Dax.” We randomized the order in which these two questions were presented.

**Results**

Figure 2 shows the means and distributions for fittingness judgments, true self judgments, and emotion attributions across conditions. The key question in this study was whether the effects on emotion attributions (the third column in Figure 2) would look more like the effects on fittingness judgments (first column), as the fittingness hypothesis predicts, or if they would look more like the effects on true self judgments (second column), as the true self hypothesis predicts. To examine these effects, we ran three factorial ANOVAs, one for each dependent variable.
Figure 2. Violin Plots for Dependent Variables Across Experimental Conditions in Study 2a | Points indicate condition means. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

For fittingness judgments, there was a very large main effect of the manipulation, \( F(1, 592) = 476.49, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .45 \ [0.39, 0.50] \), as well as a main effect of emotion, \( F(3, 592) = 16.66, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .08 \ [0.04, 0.12] \), and an interaction, \( F(3, 592) = 16.92, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .08 \ [0.04, 0.12] \). We decomposed the interaction by examining simple main
effects, using the “emmeans” function from the *emmeans* package (Lenth et al., 2018). This revealed that, although the size of the manipulation’s effect varied somewhat across emotions, it was significant for each (all *p* < .001). Hence, the manipulation performed as expected, substantially reducing participants’ judgments about the fittingness of each emotion.

For true self judgments, there was no main effect of the manipulation, *F*(1, 592) = 1.26, *p* = .261, \( \eta^2_p = .00 [0.00, .02] \), but there was a main effect of emotion, *F*(3, 592) = 6.69, *p* < .001, \( \eta^2_p = .03 [0.01, .06] \), and an interaction, *F*(3, 592) = 38.06, *p* < .001, \( \eta^2_p = .16 [.11, .21] \). Decomposing the interaction revealed that the manipulation reduced true self judgments for happiness, *t*(592) = -7.82, *p* < .001, and love *t*(592) = -3.09, *p* = .002, but it increased true self judgments for sadness, *t*(592) = 6.27, *p* < .001, and hatred, *t*(592) = 2.37, *p* = .018.

Thus, the experimental manipulation reduced fittingness judgments for all four emotions, but only reduced true self judgments for happiness and love. This difference enabled us to test whether the effects on emotion attributions look more like the effects on fittingness judgments (i.e., reductions across the board) or more like the effects on true self judgments (i.e., reductions for happiness and love and increases for sadness and hatred).

For emotion attributions, there was a main effect of the unfittingness manipulation, *F*(1, 592) = 23.24, *p* < .001, \( \eta^2_p = .04 [0.01, 0.07] \), as well as emotion, *F*(3, 592) = 24.15, *p* < .001, \( \eta^2_p = .11 [0.06, 0.16] \), and an interaction, *F*(3, 592) = 7.21, *p* < .001, \( \eta^2_p = .04 [0.01, .07] \). Decomposing the interaction revealed that the manipulation reduced attributions of happiness, *t*(592) = -6.25, *p* < .001, *d* = -1.02, 95% CI: [-1.34, -0.69]. However, it did not
significantly affect attributions of sadness, $t(592) = -1.89$, $d = -.31$, $p = .060$, 95% CI: [-.63, .01], love, $t(592) = -1.57$, $p = .117$, $d = -.26$, 95% CI: [-.58, .06], or hatred, $t(592) = 0.04$, $p = .967$, $d = .00$, 95% CI: [-.32, .33].

Finally, instead of comparing means across conditions, we shifted to examining the data at the participant level. We used ANCOVAs to test for unique associations between these two kinds of judgments and emotion attributions, after controlling for experimental condition (see Table 1 for results). The aim was to determine whether each kind of judgment independently predicted emotion attributions and, if so, how much variance in those attributions that each explained. In Model 1, alongside the experimental factors and their interaction, we included a term for participants’ true self judgments. This term proved significant. In fact, it accounted for at least as much variance in emotion attributions ($\eta^2_p = .07$) as the unfittingness manipulation itself ($\eta^2_p = .04$). In Model 2, we also added a term for participants’ fittingness judgments. This term did not reach statistical significance, though it was close ($p = .052$). Moreover, adding it to the model did not substantially reduce the variance explained by true self judgments ($\Delta \eta^2_p = .01$). In other words, true self judgments appear to be uniquely and strongly associated with emotion attributions, whereas fittingness judgments are not.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Study 2a Model 1</th>
<th>Study 2a Model 2</th>
<th>Study 2b Model 1</th>
<th>Study 2b Model 2</th>
<th>Study 3 Model 1</th>
<th>Study 3 Model 2</th>
<th>Study 4 Model 1</th>
<th>Study 4 Model 2</th>
<th>Study 5 Model 1</th>
<th>Study 5 Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>22.51*** .10</td>
<td>21.86*** .10</td>
<td>7.22*** .04</td>
<td>8.76*** .04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22.28*** .10</td>
<td>25.88*** .12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfittingness Manipulation</td>
<td>21.91*** .04</td>
<td>7.20** .01</td>
<td>32.75*** .05</td>
<td>7.55** .01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72.21*** .11</td>
<td>11.85*** .02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion x Manipulation</td>
<td>2.20 .10</td>
<td>2.59 .01</td>
<td>1.70 .00</td>
<td>1.98 .00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.26*** .04</td>
<td>11.24*** .05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True Self Judgments</td>
<td>43.59*** .07</td>
<td>38.81*** .06</td>
<td>49.90*** .08</td>
<td>49.19*** .08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>166.39*** .22</td>
<td>145.03*** .20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fittingness Judgments</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.38 .00</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.60** .01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True Self Manipulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>499.48*** .46</td>
<td>243.96*** .29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion x Manipulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16.25*** .08</td>
<td>12.07*** .06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True Self Judgments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>67.54*** .10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fittingness Judgments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31.97*** .05</td>
<td>13.47*** .02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. ANCOVA Results for all studies | Bracketed ranges indicate 95% confidence intervals. * indicates p < .05; ** indicates p < .01; *** indicates p < .001.
Discussion

Our strategy for testing the fittingness and true self hypotheses involves looking across a range of different emotions to find cases in which people’s judgments about whether an agent’s emotion is fitting diverge from people's judgments about whether the emotion reflects the agent’s true self. In such cases, the two hypotheses make opposite predictions about people’s emotion attributions.

As intended, the unfittingness manipulation reduced fittingness judgments for all emotions. Hence, the fittingness hypothesis predicts reduced attributions for all emotions. Yet this is not at all what we observed. Only happiness attributions were significantly reduced. Hence the fittingness hypothesis makes the right prediction only in that one case, and makes the wrong predictions for sadness, love and hatred. Additionally, when we examined the associations between participants’ judgments, we found that fittingness judgments were not significantly associated with emotion attributions after controlling for condition and true self judgments. These results speak strongly against the fittingness hypothesis.

Intriguingly, although the unfittingness manipulation said nothing about the agents’ true selves, it still influenced true self judgments (see the General Discussion for further discussion of why this might be). The unfittingness manipulation reduced true self judgments for happiness and love but not for sadness or hatred. Hence, the true self hypothesis predicts no reductions in sadness or hatred attributions, and indeed we observed none, whereas the hypothesis does predict reductions for happiness, which we observed, and love, which we did not (though, see Studies 2b and 4). In short, the results
suggest that true self hypothesis has at least some potential to explain the pattern of effects across the different emotions.

Additionally, in examining the associations between participants’ judgments, we found that true self judgments significantly predicted emotion attributions after controlling for condition and fittingness judgments. Including true self judgments in this model also substantially reduced the variance in emotion attributions that was explained by the experimental manipulation. This suggests that much of the manipulation’s effects on emotion attributions came from its effects on true self judgments. Hence, these results provide some evidence in favor of the true self hypothesis.

However, we also observed an unexpected effect that might seem to speak against the true self hypothesis. Looking at true self judgments for sadness and hatred, we do not simply find that the unfittingness manipulation has no impact. Instead, we find a significant effect in the opposite direction. When participants learned that the agents’ sadness and hatred were unfitting, they concluded that these emotions were more reflective of the agents’ true selves. For example, people thought that an agent’s hatred reflected his true self more when he hated a civil rights worker versus a White supremacist. Because the unfittingness manipulation increased true self judgments for sadness and hatred, the hypothesis predicts higher attributions of sadness and hatred in the unfitting conditions, which we did not observe.

**Study 2b**

Study 2a faces an important limitation in that the vignettes included arbitrary differences in the descriptions of the agents’ life circumstances. For instance, in the sadness conditions, the agent was described as an artist, whereas in the love conditions
he was described as working at a recreational equipment store. It’s possible that such
differences played some role in shaping the different patterns of results that we observed
across emotions. Yet it is difficult to eliminate such differences entirely, as the kinds of life
circumstances that make an emotion fitting or unfitting vary across emotions. In this study,
we sought to avoid this problem by making the vignettes more abstract. Participants were
not given any concrete information about where the agents live, what they do for work,
what they spend their time doing, and so on. Instead, participants read highly abstract
descriptions. For instance, in the fitting sadness condition, participants read simply that
the agent’s life was tragic and unfortunate. By not including any concrete details, we
ensure that the descriptions of the agents’ life circumstances include no arbitrary or
idiosyncratic differences across emotion conditions.

Although this approach overcomes a limitation of Study 2a, it has its own
downsides. For instance, participants may have more difficulty forming intuitive judgments
about abstract scenarios versus concrete ones. Additionally, since the vignettes don’t
provide substantive details about why the agents’ emotions are fitting or unfitting, the
manipulation might have weaker effects on people’s judgments. Hence, if the two studies
yielded different patterns of results, the implications would be unclear. However, if we
observe the same basic pattern of results in this study as we did in Study 2a, this would
be clear evidence that the results reflect generalizable features of the four emotions and
not idiosyncrasies of the vignettes from Study 2a.

**Method**

**Participants.** We recruited 603 participants from Prolific, an online research
platform. As pre-registered, we excluded from analyses participants \(n = 6\) who did not
correctly answer a quality-check question at the end of the survey (“What day of the week is it?”). This left \( N = 597 \) participants (\( M_{age} = 35.68, \ SD_{age} = 12.22; 49.2\% \) identified as men, 47.2\% women, and 3.5\% other gender or prefer not to say; 9.2\% identified as Asian, 5.4\% Black or African American, 6.7\% Hispanic or Latinx/Latiné, 70.5\% White, 6.9\% mixed race, 1.3\% other race or prefer not to say).

**Procedure.** Participants read short descriptions of an unnamed agent. We randomized participants to one of eight vignettes in a 2 (unfittingness manipulation: unfitting, fitting) x 4 (emotion: happiness, love, sadness, hatred) experimental design. The information about the agents’ psychological states was the same as in Study 2a. However, in this study, the information relevant to the fittingness of the emotions was entirely abstract. For example, in the happiness conditions, the vignette read: “There are many things that can make someone’s life meaningful. Imagine a person whose life embodies [practically all / none] of these things. Her life is incredibly [rich and worthwhile / empty and pointless].” Brackets indicate text that varied depending on whether participants were in the fitting condition (before the slash) or unfitting condition (after the slash). We used similar descriptions for the other emotions. In the sadness conditions, we described the agent’s life as being tragic, “cursed and unfortunate” (fitting) or as not being tragic but rather “blessed and fortunate” (unfitting). In the love conditions, we described the agent’s significant other as being a good partner, “thoughtful and selfless” (fitting) or as not being a good partner but rather “shallow and selfish” (unfitting). In the hatred conditions, we described the agent’s enemy as being immoral, “cruel and vile” (fitting) or as not being immoral but rather “kind and decent” (unfitting).
**Measures.** We used the same measures as in Study 2a, replacing references to Mario and Dax with “this person,” her “significant other,” or her “enemy,” depending on emotion condition. As before, participants first responded to the emotion attribution question, and then to the fittingness and true self questions (presented in a randomized order).

**Results**

Figure 3 shows the means and distributions for all three variables across conditions. As before, the key question was whether the effects on emotion attributions (the third column in Figure 3) would look more like the effects on fittingness judgments (first column) or the effects on true self judgments (second column). We ran three factorial ANOVAs to examine the effects of experimental condition on each dependent variable.
Figure 3. Violin Plots for Dependent Variables Across Experimental Conditions in Study 2b | Points indicate condition means. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

For fittingness judgments, there was a very large main effect of the manipulation, $F(1, 589) = 365.47, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .38 \,[.33, .44]$, and emotion, $F(3, 589) = 8.01, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .04 \,[.01, .07]$, as well as an interaction, $F(3, 589) = 2.80, p = .039, \eta_p^2 = .01 \,[.00, .03]$. Decomposing this interaction revealed that, although the size of the effect varied
somewhat across emotions, it was significant for each (all ps < .001). Hence, the manipulation performed as expected, substantially reducing participants’ judgments about the fittingness of each emotion.

For true self judgments, there were main effects of the manipulation, $F(1, 589) = 10.40, p = .001, \eta^2_p = .00 [.00, .02],$ and emotion, $F(3, 589) = 10.29, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .05 [.02, .08],$ plus an interaction, $F(3, 589) = 13.42, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .06 [.03, .10].$ Decomposing the interaction revealed that the manipulation reduced true self judgments for happiness, $t(589) = -3.21, p = .001,$ and love $t(589) = -5.68, p < .001,$ but it had no effect on true self judgments for sadness, $t(589) = 0.46, p = .646,$ and increased true self judgments for hatred, $t(589) = 2.86, p = .004.$ For happiness, love, and hatred, these results are identical to the results of Study 2a. For sadness, however, they are slightly different. Whereas the manipulation previously increased true self judgments for sadness, we now find no effect.

For emotion attributions, there was a main effect of the unfittingness manipulation, $F(1, 589) = 41.59, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .07 [.03, .11],$ as well as emotion, $F(3, 589) = 3.37, p = .018, \eta^2_p = .02 [.00, .04],$ and an interaction effect, $F(3, 589) = 4.58, p = .004, \eta^2_p = .02 [.00, .05].$ Decomposing the interaction revealed that the manipulation reduced attributions of happiness, $t(589) = -5.28, p < .001, d = .87, 95\% \text{ CI}: [.54, .119],$ and love, $t(589) = 4.80, p < .001, d = .78, 95\% \text{ CI}: [.46, 1.11].$ However, it did not significantly affect attributions of sadness, $t(589) = -1.93, p = .055, d = .31, 95\% \text{ CI}: [-.01, .63],$ or hatred, $t(589) = 0.90, p = .368, d = .15, 95\% \text{ CI}: [-.18, .47].$ In other words, as in Study 2a, the effects of the manipulation on emotion attributions don’t look at all like the effects on fittingness judgments, but they do look somewhat like the effects on true self judgments.
Shifting to the participant-level analyses, we used ANCOVAs to test for unique associations between these two kinds of judgments and emotion attributions. Full results are shown in Table 1. The overall pattern of results was identical to the results from Study 2a, with one exception. Fittingness judgments emerged as significant in Model 2, whereas they did not in Study 2a. Although they were statistically significant, fittingness judgments explained only a minute proportion of the variance in emotion attributions ($\eta^2_p = .01$). Moreover, adding this term to the model did not reduce the variance explained by true self judgments ($\eta^2_p = .08$ in Model 1 and Model 2).

**Discussion**

This study sought to replicate the findings of Study 2a using new materials that did not include any arbitrary or idiosyncratic differences in the descriptions of the agents’ life circumstances. The idea was that, if the same basic pattern of results emerged again, then this would indicate that the results reflect generalizable features of the way that people think about these four emotions, substantially increasing our confidence in the findings. Indeed, the results of the two studies were extremely similar. In both cases, across four emotions, the unfittingness manipulation had quite different effects on fittingness judgments versus true self judgments. The effects on emotion attributions were more similar to the effects on true self judgments than on fittingness judgments. Furthermore, after controlling for experimental condition, participants’ true self judgments explained far more of the variance in their emotion attributions than did their fittingness judgments.

There were three differences between the results of Studies 2a-b. Two of these differences made the results even more favorable for the true self hypothesis, while one
made the results slightly more favorable for the fittingness hypothesis. First, we previously observed that the unfittingness manipulation increased true self judgments for sadness but did not affect attributions of sadness. In this study, we observed no effect of the manipulation on true self judgments or attributions for sadness. Second, we previously found that the unfittingness manipulation reduced true self judgments for love but did not affect attributions of love. In this study, we found that the unfittingness manipulation reduced both. Hence, in this study, the results for happiness, sadness, and love were perfectly consistent with the true self hypothesis. The only remaining inconsistency is that, for hatred, the unfittingness manipulation increased true self judgments but did not affect attributions.

The third difference between the results of Studies 2a-b emerged in the participant-level analyses. We previously found that fittingness judgments were not associated with emotion attributions after controlling for experimental condition and true self judgments. In this study, we found that fittingness judgments were significant, suggesting that they may play some independent role in shaping emotion attributions. Yet, if that’s the case, then this role would seem to be very small compared with the role of true self judgments. Fittingness judgments explained only a trivial share of the variance in emotion attributions—about an eighth of the proportion explained by true self judgments.

In sum, the results of these first two studies provide strong evidence against the fittingness hypothesis and some evidence in favor of the true self hypothesis. In the next study we sought to test the true self hypothesis more directly.
Study 3

This study took the inverse approach from Studies 2a-b. Instead of manipulating the fittingness of the agents' emotions, we manipulated whether the agents' emotions reflected their true selves. That is, we described each agent's feelings either as arising from “deep down inside” or as being merely “on the surface.” The true self hypothesis predicts that this will affect emotion attributions across the board. By contrast, the fittingness hypothesis would not predict any effect on emotion attributions, except in cases where the manipulation also happens to influence fittingness judgments. Although the manipulation did not explicitly provide any information about whether the agent’s emotions were fitting, we expected that, as in Studies 2a-b, participants may make certain inferences about the emotions’ fittingness. If so, then, the fittingness hypothesis would predict an effect of the manipulation on emotion attributions—but only in these specific cases, and not across the board.

Method

Participants. We recruited 604 participants from Prolific. As pre-registered, we excluded participants \( n = 9 \) who failed the quality-check question. This left \( N = 595 \) participants \( M_{\text{age}} = 38.08, SD_{\text{age}} = 13.80; 50.4\% \) identified as men, 48.6\% women, and 1.0\% other gender or prefer not to say; 7.9\% identified as Asian, 6.6\% Black or African American, 6.4\% Hispanic or Latinx/Latiné, 74.4\% White, 4.2\% mixed race, < 1\% other race or prefer not to say).

Procedure and Measures. Participants read short vignettes featuring an agent named Mario. We randomized participants to one of eight vignettes in a 2 (true self: true, not true) \( \times \) 4 (emotion: happiness, sadness, love, hatred) experimental design. In the
happiness, sadness, love, and hatred conditions, Mario was described, respectively, as: satisfied with life and in a good mood most of the time; dissatisfied with life and in a bad mood most of the time; having very romantic feelings for a woman named Dax; and as having very antagonistic feelings towards a woman named Dax.

The last paragraph of each vignette described Mario’s feelings as either welling up from deep inside or as being merely superficial. For example, in the happiness conditions, the vignette read: “…when Mario is alone and thinks about his life, [something / nothing] deep inside of him stirs. It is like some core part of his being [sees his life as essentially good / doesn’t see his life as essentially good or bad]. For this reason, his cheerful feelings [always / never] seem to well up from deep inside of him—they’re [not just / just] on the surface.” Brackets indicate text that varied depending on whether participants were in the true condition (before the slash) or not true condition (after the slash). We used directly parallel descriptions for the other emotions. The measures were the same as in Study 2a.

Results

Figure 4 shows the means and distributions for all three variables across conditions. The key question in this study was whether the effects on emotion attributions (the third column in Figure 4) would look more like the effects on fittingness judgments (first column) or the effects on true self judgments (second column). We ran three separate factorial ANOVAs to examine the effects of experimental condition on each dependent variable.
For fittingness judgments, there was a very large main effect of the manipulation, $F(1, 587) = 274.00, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .32 [.26, .37]$, as well as a main effect of emotion, $F(3, 587) = 39.18, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .17 [.11, .22]$, and an interaction, $F(3, 587) = 11.87, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .06 [.02, .09]$. Decomposing the interaction revealed that, although the size of the
manipulation’s effect varied somewhat across emotions, it was significant for each (all ps < .001). Curiously, participants’ true self judgments tended to be lower for hatred, and especially sadness, compared with other emotions. Even in the True conditions, participants’ true self judgments were noticeably lower for sadness (M = 44.39, SD = 26.85), compared with hatred (M = 63.49, SD = 26.03), love (M = 77.03, SD = 21.58), and happiness (M = 84.14, SD = 18.24). Nevertheless, the manipulation was successful in reducing true self judgments for all emotions, including sadness, t(587) = 4.36, p < .001, which enables us to test whether this manipulation also reduced attributions of each emotion.

For true self judgments, there were main effects of the manipulation, F(1, 587) = 32.95, p < .001, η²_p = .05 [.02,.09], and emotion, F(3, 587) = 212.18, p < .001, η²_p = .52 [.47, .57], plus an interaction effect, F(3, 587) = 6.43, p < .001, η²_p = .03 [.01, .06]. Decomposing the interaction revealed that the manipulation reduced fittingness judgments for happiness, t(587) = 6.09, p < .001, and love, t(587) = 3.72, p < .001, but not sadness, t(587) = 1.04, p = .301, or hatred, t(587) = 0.65, p = .513.

Thus, for happiness and love, the true self manipulation had parallel effects, reducing both true self judgments and fittingness judgments. Yet, for sadness and hatred, the manipulation reduced true self judgments without reducing fittingness judgments. This difference enables us to test whether the effects of the true self manipulation on emotion attributions look like the effects on true self judgments (i.e., reductions across the board) or like the effects on fittingness judgments (i.e., reductions for happiness and love but no effects for sadness and hatred).
For emotion attributions, there was a main effect of the true self manipulation, $F(1, 587) = 561.24, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .49 [.44, .54]$, and emotion, $F(3, 587) = 4.27, p = .005, \eta_p^2 = .02 [.00, .05]$, plus an interaction, $F(3, 587) = 17.42, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .08 [.04, .12]$. Decomposing the interaction revealed that, although the manipulation’s effect was smaller for sadness than for the other emotions, it was significant for all four (all $ps < .001$).

Shifting to the participant-level analyses, we used ANCOVAs to test for unique associations between these two kinds of judgments and emotion attributions. Full results of these models are shown in Table 1. In Model 1, in addition to the experimental factors and their interaction, we included a term for participants’ fittingness judgments. This term proved significant. In Model 2, we added a term for participants’ true self judgments. In this model, both kinds of judgments were significant, but true self judgments explained substantially more variance in emotion attributions than did fittingness judgments ($\eta_p^2 = .10$ and .02 respectively).

**Discussion**

The true self manipulation led to large reductions in true self judgments across the board, but only reduced fittingness judgments for two emotions (happiness and love). The effects on attributions then mirrored the effects on true self judgments—large reductions across the board. These results are exactly what the true self hypothesis would predict, but it’s unclear how the fittingness hypothesis could explain them.

The results of the participant-level analyses mirrored those of Study 2b. That is, we found that fittingness judgments and true self judgments each significantly predicted emotion attributions after controlling for experimental condition. Yet, as before, fittingness
judgments explained only a minute fraction of the variance, whereas true self judgments explained substantially more. This result suggests that there may be some role for fittingness judgments in shaping emotion attributions. Yet this role would appear to be quite small.

In sum, across Studies 2a-3, we found that an unfittingness manipulation reduced attributions only of emotions for which it also reduced true self judgments, whereas a true self manipulation reduced attributions of all emotions, including those for which it did not reduce fittingness judgments. Overall, then, our findings are clearly favoring the true self hypothesis and not the fittingness hypothesis.

**Study 4**

In the introduction, we speculated that the effect of evaluative judgments on emotion attributions might arise when people think that someone is experiencing an emotion only in a limited, mundane sense, but not in a more complete and profound sense denoted by phrases like “true love” and “true happiness.” If this is right, then the emotion attribution questions we used in the previous studies were ambiguous, and we would observe larger effects if we asked specifically about “true” emotions. After all, the statement that a person is experiencing a particular emotion could be interpreted as the statement that the person is experiencing the emotion in the mundane sense, or as the statement that they are experiencing it in the profound sense. If we were to ask participants specifically whether the agents are experiencing true happiness, love, sadness, and hatred, then there would be no ambiguity, and our experimental manipulation should have a more substantial effect on emotion attributions.
Accordingly, in this study, used the same materials as in Study 2a, except that instead of assessing emotion attributions in the typical fashion, we asked participants whether the agents experienced *true* happiness, love, sadness, and hatred.

**Method**

Due to an oversight, this study was not pre-registered.

**Participants.** We recruited 603 participants from Prolific, an online research platform. As in Study 2, we excluded participants \( n = 4 \) who did not correctly answer the quality-check question at the end of the survey. This left \( N = 599 \) participants \( (M_{\text{age}} = 38.36, SD_{\text{age}} = 14.32; 49.4\% \text{ identified as men}, 48.6\% \text{ women}, \text{and } 2.0\% \text{ other gender or prefer not to say}; 8.5\% \text{ identified as Asian, } 4.3\% \text{ Black or African American, } 5.2\% \text{ Hispanic or Latinx/Latiné, } 74.4\% \text{ White, } 5.8\% \text{ mixed race, } < \text{1\% other race, } < \text{1\% prefer not to say})\).

**Procedure and Measures.** The procedure and measures for this study were identical to the ones used in Study 2a, with one exception. Instead of the regular emotion attribution question, we asked participants, “Is what Mario feels *true* [emotion]?”

**Results**

Figure 5 shows the means and distributions for all three variables across conditions. Since the phrasing of the fittingness and true self questions were identical to Study 2a, we expected the results for those variables to be the same as before. The key question in these analyses is therefore whether the results for true emotion attributions looked different from the results for regular emotion attributions from Study 2a. We ran three separate factorial ANOVAs to examine the effects of experimental condition on each dependent variable.
Figure 5. Violin Plots for Dependent Variables Across Experimental Conditions in Study 4 | Points indicate condition means. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

For fittingness judgments, there was a very large main effect of the manipulation, $F(1, 593) = 554.37, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .48 [.43, .53]$, as well as an effect of emotion, $F(3, 593) = 19.50, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .09 [.05, .13]$, and an interaction, $F(3, 593) = 10.19, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .05 [.02, .08]$. Decomposing the interaction revealed that, although the effect of the
manipulation was somewhat smaller for sadness, it was significant in every case (all $p$s < .001). Hence, as expected and as we found in Study 2a, the unfittingness manipulation successfully reduced fittingness judgments for all emotions.

For true self judgments, there was a main effect of the manipulation, $F(1, 593) = 16.52, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .03 [.01, .06]$, but not emotion, $F(3, 593) = 1.19, p = .325, \eta^2_p = .01 [.00, .02]$, though there was an interaction, $F(3, 593) = 36.25, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .16 [.10, .21]$. Decomposing the interaction revealed that the unfittingness manipulation reduced true self judgments for happiness, $t(591) = -9.53, p < .001$, and love, $t(591) = -4.11, p < .001$, had no effect for sadness, $t(591) = 1.74, p = .082$, and increased true self judgments for hatred, $t(591) = 3.79, p < .001$. Thus, these results are identical to those of Study 2b, but different from those of Study 2a, where the manipulation reduced true self judgments for sadness.

For true emotion attributions, there was a main effect of the unfittingness manipulation, $F(1, 593) = 90.66, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .13 [0.09, 0.18]$, as well as an effect of emotion, $F(3, 593) = 13.68, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .06 [.03, .10]$, and an interaction, $F(3, 593) = 32.62, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .14 [.09, .19]$. Decomposing the interaction revealed that the unfittingness manipulation reduced true emotion attributions for happiness, $t(591) = -12.21, p < .001, d = 2.00, 95\% \text{ CI:} [1.66, 2.35]$, and love, $t(591) = -5.94, p < .001, d = .97, 95\% \text{ CI:} [.64, 1.29]$. However, it had no effect for sadness, $t(591) = -1.72, p = .087, d = .28, 95\% \text{ CI:} [-.04, .60]$, or hatred, $t(591) = 0.85, p = .396, d = -.14, 95\% \text{ CI:} [-.46, .18]$. Thus, the overall pattern of results is identical to what we observed in Study 2b.

Shifting to the participant-level analyses, we used ANCOVAs to test for unique associations between these two kinds of judgments and emotion attributions. Full results
are shown in Table 1. The overall pattern of results was much the same as in Study 2b, only the variance explained by true self judgments was increased. In Model 1, true self judgments accounted for about a quarter of the variance in true emotion attributions ($\eta^2_p = .22$). In Model 2, fittingness judgments also significantly predicted true emotion attributions. However, they explained only a small proportion of the variance ($\eta^2_p = .03$) and adding them to the model did not appreciably reduce the variance explained by true self judgments.

**Discussion**

The overall pattern of results in this study are very similar to those of Studies 2a-b. However, there is one important difference, reflecting the change we made to the emotion attribution question. In the cases where the experimental manipulation affected attributions (i.e., happiness and love), it had larger effects than we previously observed. For example, in this study, the size of the effect on happiness attributions ($d = 2.00$) was almost exactly double what we observed in Study 2a ($d = 1.02$). This supports our speculation that these effects on emotion attributions emerge because people think that the agent’s emotions aren’t “true.” To illustrate, if a person is in a good mood and satisfied with life but is living a bad life, people generally agree that the person is happy, though they are less inclined to agree completely. However, when asked whether such a person is experiencing true happiness, people tend to be more ambivalent, and many people disagree.

As in Studies 2a-b, the fittingness hypothesis did a poor job of explaining the results. The unfittingness manipulation reduced fittingness judgments across the board, but it only reduced attributions of true happiness and true love, not true sadness or true
hatred. In the participant-level analyses, fittingness judgments significantly predicted true emotion attributions while controlling for experimental condition and true self judgments. Yet, as before, they only explained a trivial share of the variance.

By contrast, the true self hypothesis continued to do a better job of explaining the results. In both cases where the unfittingness manipulation reduced true emotion attributions (happiness and love), it also reduced true self judgments. In both cases where it did not reduce true emotion attributions (sadness and hatred), it did not reduce true self judgments. Additionally, in participant-level analyses, true self judgments accounted for a substantial proportion of the variance in true emotion attributions. However, the true self hypothesis again faces a problem that we observed previously. Because the experimental manipulation increased true self judgments for hatred, the true self hypothesis would predict an increase in attributions of true hatred, which we did not observe.

**Study 5**

This study used the same materials as in Study 3 except that, instead of assessing regular emotion attributions, we assessed true emotion attributions. That is, we manipulated whether an agent’s emotion was described as reflecting their true self or as being more superficial, and tested for effects on attributions of true happiness, love, sadness, and hatred.

**Method**

**Participants.** We recruited 603 participants from Prolific. As pre-registered, we excluded participants \( n = 3 \) who did not respond to a quality-check question ("What day of the week is it?") at the end of the survey. This left \( N = 600 \) participants \( (M_{age} = 36.28, SD_{age} = 13.56) \); 49.8% identified as men, 48.8% women, and 1.3% other gender or prefer
not to say; 12.5% identified as Asian, 7.2% Black or African American, 6.3% Hispanic or Latinx/Latiné, 65.2% White, 7.0% mixed race, < 1% other race, < 1% prefer not to say).

**Procedure and Measures.** The procedure and measures were identical to those used in Study 3, with one exception. Instead of the emotion attribution question, we used the true emotion attribution question from Study 4.

**Results**

Figure 6 shows the means and distributions for all three variables across conditions. Since the phrasing of the fittingness and true self questions were identical to Study 3, we expected the results for those variables to be the same as before. The key question in these analyses is therefore whether the results for true emotion attributions looked different from the results for regular emotion attributions from Study 3. We ran three separate factorial ANOVAs to examine the effects of experimental condition on each dependent variable.
Figure 6. Violin Plots for Dependent Variables Across Experimental Conditions in Study 5 | Points indicate condition means. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

For true self judgments, there was a very large main effect of the manipulation, $F(1, 592) = 202.78, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .26 [.20, .31]$, as well as an effect of emotion, $F(3, 592) = 30.78, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .13 [.09, .18]$, and an interaction, $F(3, 592) = 4.75, p = .003, \eta_p^2 = .02 [.02, .05]$. Decomposing the interaction revealed that, although the size of the
manipulation’s effect varied somewhat across emotions, it was significant for each (all \( ps < .001 \)). Hence, as expected, and as we found in Study 3, the true self manipulation successfully reduced true self judgments for all emotions.

For fittingness judgments, there were main effects of the manipulation, \( F(1, 592) = 40.44, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .06 \) [0.03, 0.11], and emotion, \( F(3, 592) = 160.26, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .45 \) [0.39, 0.50], as well as an interaction effect, \( F(3, 592) = 2.64, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .01 \) [0.00, 0.03]. Decomposing the interaction revealed that the manipulation reduced fittingness judgments for happiness, \( t(592) = -5.10, p < .001 \), love, \( t(592) = -3.92, p < .001 \), and hatred, \( t(592) = -2.24, p = .025 \), but not sadness, \( t(592) = -1.48, p = .140 \). Thus, these results are the same as those of Study 3, except that, previously, we did not observe the reduction in fittingness judgments for hatred.

For true emotion attributions, there was a main effect of the true self manipulation, \( F(1, 592) = 524.66, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .47 \) [0.42, 0.52], an effect of emotion, \( F(3, 592) = 19.62, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .09 \) [0.05, 0.13], and an interaction, \( F(3, 592) = 8.01, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .04 \) [0.01, 0.07]. Decomposing the interaction revealed that, although the size of the manipulation’s effect varied somewhat across emotions, it significantly reduced true emotion attributions in every case (all \( ps < .001 \)). Thus, these results are identical to those of Study 3.

Shifting to the participant-level analyses, we used ANCOVAs to test for unique associations between these two kinds of judgments and emotion attributions. Full results of these models are shown in Table 1. In Model 1, fittingness judgments significantly predicted true emotion attributions and explained a substantial proportion of the variance (\( \eta_p^2 = .13 \)). In Model 2, true self judgments also emerged as significant and explained a
similar proportion of the variance in true emotion attributions ($\eta^2_p = .16$). Strikingly, adding true self judgments to the model substantially reduced the variance explained by fittingness judgments ($\eta^2_p = .07$).

**Discussion**

The results of this study are nearly identical to those of Study 3. The true self manipulation led to large reductions in true self judgments but only small reductions in fittingness judgments and only for some emotions. The effects on “true” emotion attributions then mirrored the effects on true self judgments—large reductions across the board. Hence, the results do not align with the predictions of the fittingness hypothesis, but they are precisely in line with the predictions of the true self hypothesis.

In Study 4 we found that manipulating the fittingness of these four emotions only affected whether people thought that happiness and love were “true.” It had no effect on whether people thought that sadness or hatred were “true.” By contrast, in this study, we found that manipulating whether these emotions reflect the agent’s true self affected judgments about the trueness of all four emotions. Indeed, the effects of a true self manipulation on true emotion attributions were larger than the effects observed on regular emotion attributions, continuing to support the idea that the effects on regular emotion attributions emerged because people thought that the agent’s emotions weren’t “true.” Hence, these results suggest that people think a person’s emotion is “true” when they think that the emotion reflects that person’s true self.

---

1 Although Model 1 was pre-registered, Model 2 was added post hoc for consistency with the other studies.
General Discussion

In six experiments, we investigated two hypotheses about how observers attribute emotions to others. Study 1 found that people think a wide range of different emotions, both positive and negative, can be fitting, reflect a person’s true self, and be called “true.” In Studies 2a-b, we presented participants with vignettes and experimentally manipulated whether an agent’s happiness, love, sadness, and hatred were fitting or unfitting. In Study 2a, we used vignettes that gave concrete details about the agent’s specific life circumstances. In Study 2b, we used highly abstract vignettes that did not provide any concrete details and only described the abstract structure of the case. We observed very similar results in each study. Contrary to the fittingness hypothesis, the manipulations only affected attributions of happiness and love, having no effect on the attributions of sadness or hatred. In Study 3 we manipulated whether an agent’s happiness, love, sadness, and hatred reflected the agent’s true self. In line with the true self hypothesis, this manipulation influenced attributions of all four emotions.

In Studies 4-5 we modified the dependent variable slightly, assessing attributions “true happiness,” “true love,” “true sadness,” and “true hatred.” The results looked quite similar to those of Studies 2a-b and 3. The unfittingness manipulation influenced attributions of true happiness and true love, but not true sadness or true hatred, whereas the true self manipulation affected true emotion attributions across the board. In these two studies, when we observed effects on attributions, these effects were larger than in the previous studies. We interpret this as indicating that, when the unfittingness and true self manipulations affected regular emotion attributions, this was because these manipulations led people to think that the agents’ emotions were not “true.”
In Studies 2-5, we also examined the associations between participants’ own judgments. Controlling for experimental condition, participants’ fittingness judgments significantly predicted their emotion attributions in four out of five studies. However, fittingness judgments consistently explained only a very small amount of variance in emotion attributions. By contrast, participants’ judgments about whether the emotion reflected the agent’s true self significantly predicted emotion attributions in all five studies and explained substantially more of the variance in emotion attributions.

**Complex Links Between Fittingness and True Self Judgments**

Across five experiments, we found that the unfittingness manipulations consistently influenced true self judgments, and the true self manipulations consistently influenced fittingness judgments. Moreover, these effects revealed a complex interaction pattern. For example, whereas the unfittingness manipulation led to small reductions in true self judgments for happiness and love, it led to a small increase in true self judgments for hatred (and sadness in Study 2a).

What might explain these results? As discussed in the introduction, past research has found that people tend to assume that the true self calls one to be good. This could explain why fitting happiness and love are assumed to reflect a person’s true self. However, there is also evidence that, under certain conditions, people think that morally bad actions and feelings can reflect a person’s true self. In other words, people sometimes override their default assumption that the true self is good. Perhaps this is what is happening when people consider unfitting hatred. If the target of someone’s hatred is perfectly kind and wonderful, then it seems unlikely that there would be any sort of external, social pressure to hate that target person. Hence, if a person hates them
nonetheless, people may override their default assumption that the person’s true self is good and conclude that the hatred reflects the person’s true self. Indeed, previous research has found that people think hateful, racist behavior is more reflective of a person’s true self when that person was not raised to be racist (Daigle & Demaree-Cotton, 2022). Hence, it may be that, in line with correspondent inference theory (Jones & Harris, 1967), when a person is not at all encouraged to feel hatred but feels hatred nonetheless, people are more inclined to think that the hatred reflects the person that they are deep down inside.

In any case, regardless of what explains the complex patterns of effects that we observed, the fact that our experimental manipulations in Studies 2-5 had different effects on fittingness judgments and true self judgments enables us to test the two hypotheses. Whenever our experimental manipulations affected fittingness judgments, the fittingness hypothesis predicts a corresponding effect (in the same direction, though not necessarily of the same size) on emotion attributions. Similarly, whenever the experimental manipulations affected true self judgments, the true self hypothesis predicts a corresponding effect on emotion attributions. The fact that the experimental manipulations led to complex patterns of effects on fittingness and true self judgments means that we can compare these patterns to the pattern for emotion attributions and determine which hypothesis’ predictions received more support.

The Fittingness Hypothesis

The core idea of the fittingness hypothesis is that when people attribute emotions to others, these attributions depend in part on their beliefs about the agent’s external circumstances. In particular, the hypothesis is that people’s attributions of various
emotions depend not only on whether they think that the agent has the right mental states but also on whether they think that the agent’s actual situation makes those mental states fitting.

If one looked only at the results for attributions of happiness or love, the fittingness hypothesis might seem quite plausible. People are less willing to attribute these emotions when they consider these emotions unfitting. They are also less inclined to call these feelings “true happiness” and “true love.” However, when one looks at a larger range of emotions, it becomes clear that there is strong evidence against this hypothesis. People appear to be no less willing to attribute sadness or hatred (or consider them “true”) when these emotions are unfitting versus fitting. In other words, if someone appears to be sad, then people think that the person is sad, regardless of whether it actually makes sense for this person to feel sad. Similarly, if someone appears to hate another person, then people think that the person feels hatred, even if that other person doesn’t merit hatred at all.

In four out of the five experimental studies, our participant-level analyses revealed that fittingness judgments significantly predict emotion attributions (after controlling for experimental condition). Yet, they explain only a trivial amount of the variance in these attributions. Furthermore, given the effects of the experimental manipulations, it’s difficult to see how this association could reflect a causal relationship. Hence, the fittingness hypothesis—at least as we have interpreted it here, and as it is typically developed in the philosophical literature—no longer looks viable as a claim about ordinary thinking.

Future work could continue to explore hypotheses that involve the notion of fittingness. But, to do so, this research would have to develop new theoretical frameworks
that do not mistakenly predict an effect of fittingness for cases like the ones involving sadness and hatred in the present studies. For example, future theorizing about fittingness and emotion concepts could perhaps lead to a restricted version of the fittingness hypothesis that explains why fittingness affects attributions of only some emotions. If future theoretical work does lead to the development of such a hypothesis, it might be fruitfully investigated in empirical research.

The True Self Hypothesis

The core idea behind the true self hypothesis is that people distinguish between how a person feels “on the surface” and how they feel “deep down” in their true self. Thus, when observers attribute emotions, their attributions depend partly on their beliefs about whether the target person’s feelings reflect the target’s true self.

Overall, our results provide strong support for this hypothesis. First, in Studies 2a-b and 4, the true self hypothesis accurately predicts when the unfittingness manipulation would decrease emotion attributions—namely, in those cases where it also affects true self judgments. We found that, although the unfittingness manipulation did not say anything about the agents’ true selves, it led to decreases in true self judgments for happiness and love but not for sadness or hatred. Crucially, we also only observed reductions in attributions of happiness and love, and not sadness or hatred. Second, the true self hypothesis received strong support in Studies 3 and 5, where we manipulated whether the agents’ emotions were described as reflecting his true self. In these studies, we observed reductions in attributions of all emotions (including those for which the manipulation did not reduce fittingness judgments). Third, in all four studies, true self judgments explained more variance in emotion attributions than did fittingness judgments,
and even more than the unfittingness manipulations in Studies 2a-b and 4. Given all this, it seems that there is strong reason to think that the true self hypothesis is getting at something important about how people attribute emotions to others.

Yet, the true self hypothesis faces a problem when it comes to one specific finding. We did not merely find that the unfittingness manipulations did not decrease true self judgments for sadness and hatred. Instead, we found an effect in the opposite direction. The unfittingness manipulation increased true self judgments for hatred in Studies 2a-b and 4, as well as for sadness (though only in Study 2a). That is, when we described the agent as hating someone perfectly kind and decent, participants thought that the agent’s hatred was more reflective of the agent’s true self than when we described the agent as hating someone horrible and vile. This poses a problem for the true self hypothesis insofar as we did not find a corresponding effect on attributions of hatred. For hatred, and perhaps sadness as well, when people are told that the agent’s situation does not merit the emotion, people don’t show any reduction in their tendency to attribute those emotions, but they also don’t show any increase.

What does this finding show about the true self hypothesis? One possible view would be that, despite the apparent evidence in its favor, this finding shows that the hypothesis is fundamentally mistaken. Another possible view would be that, given all of the other evidence in favor of the hypothesis, we have strong reason to suspect that the true self hypothesis is basically on the right track. That is, some version of the true self hypothesis is probably correct, just not the version that we have focused on here. This second view implies that we need to reflect further on the precise way in which intuitions about the true self influence emotion attributions.
The version of the true self hypothesis that we tested in these studies claims that emotion attributions are influenced by the degree to which the emotion reflects a person’s true self. Yet, previous research on the true self has assessed a range of subtly, but perhaps importantly, different kinds of intuitions about the true self. These have included: whether something is caused by an agent’s true self (De Freitas et al., 2018); whether an agent is drawn towards something by their true self (B. Phillips, 2022); or whether something goes against an agent’s true self (Newman et al., 2015). Although these judgments are likely closely related, they may also come apart.

For instance, even if an emotion does not reflect one’s true self, it would not follow that one’s true self is opposed to that emotion. Prior research on the effect of moral judgments on happiness attributions suggests that the effect arises because, when an agent acts immorally, people typically think that the agent is internally conflicted (Prinzing & Fredrickson, 2022). Hence, it could be that the true self hypothesis would fare better if it were reformulated in terms of judgments about a (lack of) conflict or opposition between the agent’s surface-level feelings and their true self. We tested this possibility in another experiment, reported in the Supplemental Materials. We copied the materials from Study 2a, but changed the true self question to ask whether deep down in his true self the agent actually feels the opposite of what he feels on the surface. This change brought the results for sadness in line with the predictions of the true self hypothesis (as we observed in Studies 2b and 4, but not 2a). However, for hatred, we still saw an effect on true self judgments without an effect on emotion attributions. Hence, this reformulation of the true self hypothesis still did not perfectly explain the results.
Future studies could continue to explore how people conceive of the true self, and its relationship to the surface self, in order to narrow in more precisely on the kind of true self judgments that drive emotion attributions. Though, of course, such studies should use new materials and experimental designs so as not to simply design a measure to capture known results.

**What are “True” Emotions?**

In Studies 4-5, we switched from simply asking whether an agent is “happy,” “sad,” and so on to asking whether the agent is experiencing “true happiness,” “true sadness,” and so on. Framing the question in terms of “true” emotions did not lead to a completely different pattern of effects, but it did lead to an amplification of some of the effects observed in the earlier studies. For example, Study 2a found that when participants were simply asked whether the agent was sad or happy, there was no effect of the unfittingness manipulation for sadness, but there was an effect for happiness. When we switch to “true sadness” and “true happiness,” we still get no effect for sadness, but the effect for happiness becomes considerably larger than it was without the modifier “true.”

Past theoretical work on true emotions has centered on the idea that emotions are true when they are fitting (De Sousa, 2002; Hamlyn, 1989; Salmela, 2006; Solomon, 2002). Yet these results from Studies 4-5 indicate that this is not what ordinary people think. We found that the unfittingness manipulation only decreased attributions of true emotions when it also decreased true self judgments, while the true self manipulation affected true emotion attributions across the board. These findings provide at least some initial support for a very different hypothesis about what people mean when they call an
emotion true—namely, that an emotion is seen as true to the extent that it is seen as related in a certain way to the agent's true self.

This hypothesis fits in with a larger picture of what people are doing when they speak of “true happiness,” “true sadness,” and so forth. Consider an agent who is happy at a superficial level but who is not happy deep down in her true self. If people are simply asked whether or not this agent is happy, they may feel uncertain or torn in different directions. They might be inclined to give a mixed answer like: “In a certain sense, she is happy, but in a deeper sense, she isn’t happy at all.” However, if they are asked whether this agent has “true happiness,” they might not find the question nearly as difficult. It would be clear that they are not being asked whether the agent is happy on the surface but are instead being asked whether the agent is happy in her true self.

On this hypothesis, then, the question as to whether an agent is experiencing “true happiness” does not simply mean the exact same thing as the question as to whether she is “happy,” but it is also not a question about a completely different thing. Rather, the seemingly straightforward question as to whether an agent is happy can be understood in slightly different ways, and the question about true happiness reflects one way of specifying the broader question.

**Conclusion and Future Directions**

The present studies investigated people’s intuitive judgements about whether someone is experiencing a particular emotion, whether that emotion is fitting, and whether it reflects the person’s true self. In future research, it might be helpful to use similar methods to explore other, closely related phenomena. In recent years, there has been a surge of research on how people ordinarily think about the good life—encompassing not
only judgments about emotions like happiness, sadness, love, and hatred, but also judgments of overall well-being (Bronstein et al., 2022), meaning in life (Fuhrer & Cova, 2021; Prinzing et al., 2021) and purpose in life (Taylor et al., 2019). The methods employed in the present studies could potentially be useful for future work on all of these topics. For each of these topics, we face a question about whether people's judgments are driven by judgments about whether certain mental states are fitting versus whether those mental states reflect the true self. In each case, further research could explore that question using some of the methods we have used here.
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Supplemental Materials

We conducted another experiment, identical to Study 2a, except that we reworded the true self question to ask about an opposition between the agent’s emotion and the agent’s true self.

Method

Participants. We recruited 606 participants from Prolific. As pre-registered, we excluded from analyses participants \( n = 5 \) who did not correctly answer a quality-check question at the end of the survey: “What day of the week is it?” (minor typos were permitted). This left \( N = 601 \) participants \( (M_{age} = 38.06\ SD_{age} = 12.62; \) 48.5% identified as men, 49.5% women, and 1.8% other gender or prefer not to say; 4.3% identified as Asian, 7.0% Black or African American, 4.3% Hispanic or Latinx/Latiné, 76.8% White, 6.0% mixed race, 1.3% other race, < 1% prefer not to say).

Procedure and Measures. The procedure and measures for this study were identical to that of Study 1, except that the true self question was changed to:

Sometimes people feel [emotion] on a "surface level" only. Deep down, in their true self, they actually feel the opposite. This question is about Mario’s feelings. Do you think that deep down in his true self Mario feels the opposite of [emotion]?

We reverse-scored this item so that higher values indicate lower levels of perceived conflict between the agents’ feelings on the surface versus deep down. As in the other studies, we randomized the order in which the fittingness and true self questions were presented.
Results

Figure S1 shows the means and distributions for fittingness judgments, true self judgments, and emotion attributions across conditions. The key question in this study was whether the effects on emotion attributions (the third column in Figure S1) would look more like the effects on fittingness judgments (first column), as the fittingness hypothesis predicts, or if they would look more like the effects on true self judgments (second column), as the true self hypothesis predicts. To examine these effects, we ran three factorial ANOVAs, one for each dependent variable.
**Figure S1.** Violin Plots for Dependent Variables Across Experimental Conditions in Supplemental Study 1 | Points indicate condition means. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

For fittingness judgments, there was a very large main effect of the manipulation, $F(1, 590) = 480.26, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .45 [.39, .50]$, as well as an effect of emotion, $F(3, 590) = 19.54, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .09 [.05, .13]$, and an interaction, $F(3, 590) = 19.24, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .09 [.05, .13]$. Decomposing the interaction revealed that, although the size of the
manipulation’s effect varied somewhat across emotions, it was significant for each (all \( p < .001 \)).

For true self judgments, there were main effects of the manipulation, \( F(1, 590) = 38.63, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .06 \) [.03, .10], and emotion, \( F(3, 590) = 17.28, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .08 \) [.04, .12], plus an interaction, \( F(3, 590) = 4.04, p = .007, \eta_p^2 = .02 \) [.00, .04]. Decomposing the interaction revealed that the unfittingness manipulation increased true self judgments for happiness, \( t(590) = 5.44, p < .001 \), love, \( t(590) = 3.73, p < .001 \), and hatred, \( t(590) = 2.57, p = .011 \), but not sadness, \( t(590) = 0.68, p = .499 \).

For emotion attributions, there was a main effect of the unfittingness manipulation, \( F(1, 590) = 12.52, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .02 \) [.00, .05], and emotion, \( F(3, 590) = 8.77, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .04 \) [.01, .08], plus an interaction, \( F(3, 590) = 9.12, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .04 \) [.01, .08]. Decomposing the interaction revealed that the unfittingness manipulation reduced happiness attributions, \( t(590) = -5.96, p < .001 \). However, it did not significantly affect attributions of love, \( t(590) = -1.81, p = .072 \), sadness, \( t(590) = -0.38, p = .705 \), or hatred, \( t(590) = 1.05, p = .295 \).

We then used ANCOVAs to test for unique associations between these two kinds of judgments and emotion attributions. Full results are shown in Table S1. In Model 1, true self judgments emerged as significant (\( \eta_p^2 = .06 \)), whereas the unfittingness manipulation did not (\( p = .051 \)). In Model 2, fittingness judgments were also not significant (\( p = .055 \)). Moreover, adding fittingness judgments to the model did not reduce the variance explained by true self judgments.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>$\eta_p^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>4.48**</td>
<td>.02 [0.00, 0.05]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfittingness Manipulation</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>.00 [0.00, 0.03]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion x Manipulation</td>
<td>7.28***</td>
<td>.04 [0.01, 0.07]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True Self Judgments</td>
<td>40.88***</td>
<td>.06 [0.03, 0.11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fittingness Judgments</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table S1.* ANCOVA Results: ** indicates $p < .01$; *** indicates $p < .001$. Bracketed ranges indicate 95% confidence intervals.